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Attention: Mr. Sam Doshi, P.E.

Reference: Report
Geotechnical Study
Proposed Activities Center Building Modification
SEC of Fairbanks North Houston and North Court Road
Our Lady of Lorde's Church
Houston" Texas

Dear Ms. Manchee:

Texas Geotechnical Consultants, LLC (TGC), is pleased to submit this report for the geotechnical

investigation at the above referenced location. Our findings, analysis and recommendations are

submitted herein.

It has been a pleasure working with you on this project and look forward to working with you on

your future projects. Should you have any questions regarding this report, please call us at (281)

407-6335.

TEXAS GEOT'ECHNICAL CONSULTANTS, LLC.

Jay Vaghela, MSCE, P.E.

Project Manager

851 1 Cambridge Street . Houston, Texas 77054 . Phone: 281.407.6335 . Fax:281 .407.6350

TBPE FIRM NO. F-l4495
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This investigation was authorrzedby Sam Doshi, P.E., of Doshi Engineering & Surveying Company

with the acceptance of TGC Proposal No. GP15-0914 dated September 8,2015. Project details were

provided to TGC by Mr. Sam Doshi, P.E. It is planned to add a new second storylmezzanine floor to

the existing activities center building at existing Lady of Lorde's Church facility at SEC of Fairbanks

North Houston and North Court Road in Houston, Texas. Although the column or wall loading

information is not currently known to us, it is anticipated that the maximum column loads will be

less than 70 kips and the maximum wall loads will be less than 2 kips/feet, This reporl includes

results of the field investigation, laboratory testing, geotechnical engineering analysis and

recommendations for the design and construction of proposed building modifications.

2.0 PROJECT SCOPE

The purpose of this geotechnical investigation was to explore the subsurface and ground water

conditions at the site, perform laboratory tests on the sampled soils and develop geotechnical

engineering recommendations for the design and construction of the proposed building

modifications.

Our scope of services included the following:

o Drilling two (2) soil borings to a depth of 15 feet each.

. Observation of ground water conditions in the boring at the time of drilling.

o Obtaining samples at select depths for performing laboratory tests.

r Performing select laboratory tests on selected soil samples for determining the soils

moisture, strength and expansion potential.

o Develop a 1og of borings by incorporating the fielld and laboratory data.

o Performing geotechnical engineering analysis and developing foundation design and

construction recommendations for the project.
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Our scope of work did not include any environmental assessment of the site or the determination of

groundwater at or around the site, Any information regarding odors in soil samples, soil colors,

textures, etc,, on the logs of borings or in the report are given for informational purposes only. A

geologic fault study to evaluate the potential of surface faulting at this site was also beyond the scope

of this study.

3.0 SITE CONDITIONS

The project site is currently occupied building with concrete slab. The facility is an existing Lady of

Lorde's church facilility with few buildings and drives.

4.0 FIELD EXPLORATION

At the request of the client, the soil conditions were explored by two (2) soil boring drilled to a

completion depth of fifteen (15) feet each. Boring location as drilled for this geotechnical exploration

are approximately shown on Plate 1. Samples were obtained continuously at the boring location to a

depth of ten (10) feet and then at five (5) feet intervals thereafter.

Dry auger drilling methods were generally adopted to drill the soil borings to more accurately observe

the depth of groundwater. All soil samples were examined, classified and logged in the field.

Cohesive soil strengths were estimated in the field using a hand penetrometer.
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5.0 LABORATORY TESTING

In addition to the field exploration, supplemental laboratory testing was performed to verify field

information and obtain additional pertinent engineering charaateristics of the soils. Samples

obtained from the field were again examined and classified in the lab. Additional testing was

performed on selected samples to determine the moisture, sheat strength and atterberg limits of the

soils. The results of laboratory tests are presented on the boring logs on Plates 2 and3 of this report.

Soil samples obtained during testing will be stored for a period of 14 calender days subsequent to the

submittal of this repofi. Unless requested otherwise in writing, the soil samples will be discarded.

5.0 SOIL STRATIGRAPHY

Based on the soil boring and the results of the field and laboratory test data, agenerahzed soilprofile

is presented below. The depths delineating the interface between soil strata are approximate.

Table 1: Generalized Soil Profi.le

Strstum

No.

Sturting

Depth,feet

Ending,

Depth,.feet

Soil Description

I 0 l5 Lean CIay (CL), soft to, very stiff, dark gray, gray

and tan. with ferrous and calcareous nodules.

The lean clay (CL) soil of stratum I are non to moderately expansive with plasticity indices (PI's)

ranging from 19 to 25. These soils are expected to undergo a low to moderate shrinl</swell potential

with changes in moisture contents,

A more detailed stratigraphy is presented on log of borings B-1 (Plate 2) and B-2 (Plate 3).

Definition of terms and key to symbols used in the boring log is presented on Plate 4.



7.0 GROTINDWATER INFORMATION

The soil borings were dry augered to observe the presence of any perched water or ground water.

The levels where groundwater was encountered in the borings are shown on the respective boring

logs. Groundwater was encountered in the borings at the time of drilling at depths below 6- to 7 feet.

It should also be noted that fluctuations in groundwater levels generally occur as a function of

seasonal rainfall variations, groundwater removal, temperatures, topography, surface and

subdrainage features around the site. It should be noted that adetailed hydrogeological investigation

of the proposed project area is beyond the scope of this investigation. An accurate evaluation of the

groundwater in the low permeability clays and silt require long term observations in monitoring

wells or piezometers. Their installation was not in our scope of work. Groundwater levels should be

verified prior to starting any excavations that may be affected by it such as utilities, drilled piers, etc.

TGC should be contacted if any significant change is observed in the groundwater then that

mentioned in this report. We can then evaluate the effect of any groundwater changes on the design

or construction recommendations given in this report'
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8.0 POTENTIAL VERTICAL zuSJ

The upper stratum of soil at this site consists of low to moderateJy expansive lean clays. The lean

clays have a low to moderate potential for expansion and shrinkage with increases and decreases in

moisture content. When these moderately expansive soils (PI > 20) receive an increase in its

moisture content, they swell or expand. When these soils dry up resulting in a decrease in its

moisture content, they settle or shrink. This swelling or shrinking of these soils with changes in its

moisture content will affect any building foundation placed on it. There are several methods used to

calculate the potential vertical rise (PVR), which is the total amount that the soil is expected to swell

or shrink. These methods have different assumptions. Some assume a linear change in moisture

content with depth, assuming higher moisture changes at the top and lower moisture changes at

deeper depths. Some methods are more conservative and assume constant moisture change

throughout the active zone of soil. Here the active zone of soil is defined as the depth of soils up to

which changes in moisture content is expected.

In most normal cases, a linear variation of moisture with depth is an appropriate assumption.

However, in cases where very negative drainage will result in ponding of water adjoining the

foundation at the site or for cases where there is a water leak, the more conservative assumption of

constant change in moisture with depth would be more appropriate. The test method known as TEX-

124-E assumes a constant variation in moisture with depth, i.e it assumes that the soils down to the

active zone gets saturated. The TEX-124-E method is generally preferred by designers in the area as

it may offset risks associated with future unknowns with site drainage or pipe conditions.

Based on Test Method TEX-I24-E by the Texas State Department of Highways and Public

Transportation, Materials and Tests Division, the soil conditions at this site has a potential vertical

rise (PVR) of about 1.0 inch.
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9.0 FOLII\DATION RECOMMENDATIONS

Foundations for the structures should satisfy three separate design requirements as mentioned here.

1) The maximum foundation loads should not exceed the allowabie bearing pressures given in the

repofi. 2) The total and differential settlements under sustained loads should not exceed the

settlement tolerance limit of the structure. 3) The total and diffelential heaving should not exceed

the movement tolerance limit of the structure.

We understand that the foundation for the proposed second story / mezarvtine will consist of a spread

footings or drilled piers. Our recommendations for these foundation types are given below.

9.i DRILLED PIERS

Drilled piers with or without underreams (bell) may be used for the mezannine and crane foundation.

Drilled piers founded at the depths of 5 (five) feet below existing grade may be designed for an

allowable bearing pressure of 1800 psf for dead plus sustained live loads and2700 psf for total loads.

The given values include a factor of safety of 3 and 2, respectively'

An underream to shaft ratio of 3 to 1 may be used for the drilled piers. Seams, pockets or layers of

silt or sands or the presence of slickensides in the clay stratum may cause the underream to slough'

In the event of underream sloughing, the ratio should be reduced to 2 to 1 by increasing the shaft

diameter. If sloughing still continues then straight sided shafts may have to be used. In this event

the diameter of the straight shaft must be made equal to the diameter of the designed unden'eam to

obtain the same compressive capacity.
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Based on the groundwater readings, groundwater is not likely to be encountered during shallow

drilled pier excavations. However, it should be noted that fluctuations in groundwater level occurs

as a result of seasonal rainfall variations, temperature, drainage changes, etc. In the event that

groundwater is encountered, all standing water in the drilled pier excavations should be pumped out

and the drilled pier concrete poured as soon as possible after the completion of the excavation.

The uplift capacity of drilled and underreamed piers may be taken as:

Qu: 0.785 * Nu * g * 1D2- d2)

Here: Qu: Ultimate Uplift Capacity in tons (or kips or pounds)

Nu: Dimensionless factor: 3.5 * (H/D) 5 9

C : Undrained cohesion in tsf (or ksf or ps| - use 0.75 tsf for design purposes

D : Diameter of underream, feet

d : Diameter of shaft, feet

H : Depth of pier, feet

A factor of safety of 2.0 for transient and wind loads and 3.0 for sustained loads is recommended for

the uplift capacity.

The lateral capacity of drilled piers may be calculated using passive resistance of soils. An allowable

passive resistance of 800 psf in clay soils may be taken for design purposes. The passive resistance

in the top 2 feet should be neglected for design purposes. The lateral capacity may also be analyzed

using computer programs such as LPile Plus. A horizontal modulus of subgrade reaction, k, of 300

pci may be taken in natural clay soils.

The minimum clear spacing of 3 underreams diameters center to center is recommended. If the

spacing between the two underreams is less than 3, then stress conrcentrations will occur between the

two piers. Use of lower allowable bearing pressures may be requLired. TGC should be contacted if
the spacing is significantly closer from that recommended above.
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9.2 SHALLOW FOOTINGS

Shallow footings may consist of isolated spread footings or continuous strip footings founded in

natural stiff soils. These footings should bear atthe minimum depth of 3 feet. The shallow footings

may be designed for an allowable bearing pressure of 1800 psf for isolated spread fbotings and1250

psf for continuous strip footings. The minimum isolated spread footings dimension should be 24

inches and the minimum strip footings dimension should be 12 inches. The given values include a

factor ofsafety of3.

The uplift resistance of a shallow foundation will be limited to the weight of the concrete and the soil

above it. Where there is a possibility of submergence, submerged weight should be used. A unit

weight of soils of 100 pcf and unit weight of concrete of 150 pcf may be used for design purposes. A

factor of safety of 2 is recommended.

The lateral resistance of shallow footings may be taken as the sum of frictional resistance between

the footing base and soils and the passive resistance against the footing sides. A coefficient of

frictional resistance of 0.35 may be used for design purposes. The passive resistance may be taken as

500 psf for design purposes in properly compacted fill or natural soils. The passive resistance in the

top 2 feet or improperly compacted fill soils should be neglected. A factor of safety of 2 is

recommended.

The minimum clear spacing of 3 footing width center to center is recommended. If the spacing

between the two footings is less than 3, then stress concentrations will occur between the two

footings. Use of lower allowable bearing pressures may be required. TGC should be contacted if the

spacing is significantly closer from that recommended above.
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9.3 FOLINDATION SETTLEMENT

A detailed settlement analysis was not within the scope of our work. It is anticipated that

foundations designed based on the allowable bearing pressures and other recommendations as given

in this report will experience settlements which should be within the allowable limits of the proposed

sructure.
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1O.O CONSTRUCTION OBSERVATIONS

Texas Geotechnical Consultants, LLC. (TGC) recommends implementation of a comprehensive

quality control program under the supervision of a Professional Engineer. Structural integrity and

stability is particularly dependent on quality foundation installation.

Construction inspection and quality control tests should be planned to veriSz materials and placement

with accordance with the specifications. TGC should be retained to review the foundation drawings

and specifications to verify that the recommendations outlined in this report have been properly

interpreted and implemented. Spread footing, drilled footing construction and concrete strength

should be monitored.

1 1.0 LTMTTATTONS OF STUpra

The analysis and recommendations submitted in this report are based upon the data obtained from

two (2) borings drilled at the site. Soil conditions may vary across the site. If significant variations

are noted during construction, TGC should be contacted to evaluate the effect of these variations on

the recommendations given in this report.

TGC states that the findings, recommendations or professional opinions or advice contained in this

report (and that may be given henceforth in corrnection with this project) have been made and this

report prepared in general accordance with generally accepted professional engineering practice in

the field of geotechnical engineering as based on the location, size and type of project. No other

warranties, either written or verbal, are implied or expressed.

This report has been prepared for the exclusive use of the owner, the project architect, the project

structural engineer and contractors for the specific application. to the proposed second floor /

mezannine floor addition at existing activities center building atLady of Lorde's Church facility at

SEC of Fairbanks Nor"th Houston and North Court Road in Houston" Texas.
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Note: tloring Locations shown are Approximate'

project Name: Existing Building Modifications SEC of Fair Banks N Houston and North Court,

Houston, Texas

TGC Report No.509081

Date: 9-21-2015

Scale: Not to Scale

BORING

LOCATION

PLAN

TEXAS G EOTECH N ICAL CONSU LTANTS, [.1C. PLATE 1



TEXAS GEOTECHNICAL CONSULTANTS, LLC. LOG OF BORING B-1
Project:

Client:

Existing Building Modifications
SEC.of Fair Banks N Houston and North Court
Houston, Texas
Doshi Engineering & Surveying

Oate:912112Q15
Job Number: 509081
Boring Method: Dry Auger
Elevation: Existing
Driller: M.G. Drillinq

FIELD DATA LABORATORY DATA
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UL /annarata cllh h l

Lean Clay (CL), stiff, dark gray, with ferrous and calcareous
n00u les

very stiff below 2 feet

stiff, gray and tan below 4 feet

firm below 6 feet

wet below 7 feet
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3oring terminated at 15 feet

REMARKS:
UC Shear Strength = Unconfined Compression Shear Strength
TV Shear Strength = Torvane Shear Strength

GROUNDWAIEK: / TECI

Hole Caved: PLATE 2



TEXAS GEOTECHNICAL CONSULTANTS, LLC. LOG OF BORING B-2
Project:

Client:

Existing Building Modifications
SEC of Fair Banks N Houston and North Court
Houston, Texas
Doshi Engineering & Surveying

Date:912112015
Job Number: 509081
Boring Method: Dry Auger
Elevation: Existing
Driller: M.G. Drillinq

FIELD DATA LABORATORY DATA
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UL (concrete sla0 5.5 )

Lean Clay (CL), stiff, dark gray, with ferrous and calcareous
nod ules

gray and tan below 4 feet

firm, wet below 6 feet
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Boring terminated at 15 feet

REMARKS:
UC Shear Strength = Unconfined Compression Shear Strength
TV Shear Strength = Torvane Shear Strength

GROUNUWAIEK: bICEI

Hole Caved: PLATE 3



TERMS USED ON BORING LOGS

SOIL GRAIN SIZE

U.S.STANDARD SIEVE

SOIL GRAIN SIZE IN MILLIMETERS

STRENGTH OF COHESIVE SOILS RELATIVE DENSITY OF COHESIONLESS SOILS

Consistency Undrained (From Standard Penetration Tests)

Shear Strength,
Kips Per Sq. ft

Very Soft....... .. less than 0.25 Very Loose < 4 bpf

Soft................ .. 0.25 to 0'50 Loose 5-1-0 bpf

Firm............... .. 0.50 to 1.00 Medium Dense 11-30 bpf

Stiff................ .. 1.00 to 2.00 Dense 31-50 bpf

Very Stiff....... .. 2.OO to 4'0Cl Very Dense >50 bpf

Hard............... .greater than 4.00 (bpf= blow per foot, ASTM D 1586)

SPLIT BARREL SAMPLER DRIVING RECORD

Blows per Foot DescriPtion

25................... .......25 blows driving sampler 1i! inches after initial 6 inches of seating.

SOl7, ............. ....... 50 blows driving sampler 7 inches after initial 6 inches of seating.

SO/3,............. ....... 50 blows driving sampler 3 inches after initial 6 inches of seating.

Note: To avoid damage to sampling tool, driving is limited to 50 blows during or after seating interval.

DRY STRENGTH ASTM D2488 MOISTURE CONDITION

None Dry Specimen crumbles into powder with mere pressure of handling ASTM D2488

Low Dry Specimen crumbles into powder with some finger pressure

Medium Dry Specimen breaks into pieces or crumbles with considerable pressure Dry Absence of Moisture

High Dry Specimen cannot be broken with finger pressure, can be broken between Moist Damp but no visible

Thumb and hard surface water

Very High Dry Specimen cannot be broken between the thumb and hard surface Wet Visible free water

SOIL STRUCTURE

Slickensided Having planes of weakness that appear slick and glossy. The degree of slickensidedness depends

upon the spacing of slickensides and the easiness of breaking along these planes.

Fissured Containing shrinkage or relief cracks, often filled with fine s;and or silt usually more or less vertical

pocket Inclusion of material of different texture that is smaller than the diameter of the sample

paring Inclusion of less than 1/8 inch thick extending through the sample

Seam Inclusion of 1/8 inch to 3 inches thick extending through the sample

Layer Inclusion of greater than 3 inches thick extending through the sample

Laminated Soil sample composed clf alternating partings or seams of different soil types

Calcareous Having appreciable quantities of calcium material

Ferrous Having appreciable quantities of ferrous or iron nodules

MEDIUM

TEXAS GEOTECHNICAL CONSULTANTS, LLC. PLATE 4




